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www.minydon.com

How to get here
Min-y-Don is located in North Wales on the

southern edge of the Snowdonia National Park

on the shores of the Mawddach Estuary.

To reach us from most parts of the UK, it is best to

head towards Dolgellau on the A470, but please

bypass the town centre and take the A493 until you

reach Arthog where you will find the entrance to 

the private road that leads to the Centre.

For Sat Navs
Use our postcode:

LL39 1BZ 

APPROACHING FROM 

Dolgellau

On the A493 enter Arthog and

descend a steep hill (14%).

Continue over a small single lane

bridge, past a sign for ‘Arthog Hall’

on your left and around a sharp

left hand bend.

Look for a green corrugated hut on

your right hand side and turn right

here (MYD sign in banking on your

left).

Pass through two gates, making

sure you close each gate behind

you, until you reach the third set of

gates which is the entrance to

Min-y-Don.

APPROACHING FROM 

Tywyn/Fairbourne
On the A493 enter Arthog and
pass Morfa Mawddach Train
Station on your left.

Continue past a terrace of cottages
on your right until you reach a
second set of cottages, also on
your right.

Opposite the cottages is a green
corrugated hut on the corner of a
small private road, turn left into
the road.

Pass through two gates, making
sure you close each gate behind
you, until you reach the third set
of gates which is the entrance to 
Min-y-Don.

ANY DIFFICULTIES PLEASE CALL 01341 250 433
Min-y-Don Christian Adventure Centre, Arthog, Gwynedd, LL39 1BZ  

From
FAIRBOURNE

1 mile

From
DOLGELLAU

6 miles

PLEASE 
MIND THE

SHEEP
and close all 

gates behind you


